FK-910/920/940 Diving Knife Disassembly/Assembly Method
■Name of parts

Blade

brim

knock pin A

grip

mark

bat

knock pin B

■FK-910/920/940 Diving Knife Disassembly/Assembly Method
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As shown in [Picture 1], insert a small (flat-headed) screwdriver between the marked location on the grip and the knock
pin B and gently depress rearward (where the end stops).
[Picture 1]
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Next use the screwdriver to gently lift up and remove knock pin B.
[Picture 2], [Picture 3].
[Picture 2]
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[Picture 3]

As shown in [Picture 4], push the knock pin A from the opposite side turning it around to remove it from the blade axis
and grip [Picture 5].
[Picture 4]

[Picture 5]
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With the butt facing down, firmly grasp the grip to pound the butt onto a table surface and slip the blade axis upward
[Picture 6],[Picture 7]. ※ Please use a cloth or similar to prevent any damage to the surface.
[Picture 6]
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[Picture 7]

While firmly grasping the grip, remove it from the blade. As the grip is difficult to remove at first, use force in both hands
to gradually remove it [Picture 8].
※ In the pictures the blade is shown uncovered for the sake of explanation. When actually disassembling the knife, use
cloth or paper to cover and thus prevent any injuries. You can also use thin gloves to protect your hands.
[Picture 8]
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Finally, remove any material still remaining on the blade to complete disassembly [Picture 9], [Picture 10].
[Picture 9]
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[Picture 10]

To assemble, carry out steps ① to ⑥ in the reverse order. When inserting the knock pins, be sure to insert knock pin A
first and then insert knock pin B. To avoid accidental disassembly, make sure that each part clicks securely into place
and are attached in the correct locations.

